Bio-active body contouring

proven • effective • lasting

How Does it Work?
Lipolift pro™ is a highly effective cell fat reduction treatment. It works by
breaking down fat cells and aiding the body in transporting released
Triglycerides through the body’s natural selective waste processes allowing
the contents of the fat cell to be naturally eliminated from the body.
Being bio active, Lipolift pro™ is highly effective when used with heat or
technologies such as ultrasound cavitation, laser lypolysis, radio frequency
or LED.
Once applied, Lipolift Pro will continue to work for 72 hours further
increasing results to aid in fat cell disposal from the body.

Why is the science behind Lipolift so special?
Developed by industry leaders in the aesthetic field,
alongside specialist UK chemists, Lipolift’s development
has been based on years of clinical studies relating to cell
fat reduction and its long term effects.

Lipolift’s unique action is based on its active ingredient
belonging to the phospholipids family. This ingredient is
then hydrolysed and the bio active molecules retrieved to
produce the highest strength in its purest form. This
creates a quicker and more intense cross link with the
targeted adipose fat cell.
Lipolift is applied topically and its key ingredients provide
a transdermal delivery system for the bio active
phospholipid. Being bio active, Lipolift is more efficient
when environmental and mechanical energies are
applied: for example heat, ultrasound cavitation, light and
pressure, are all trigger factors to deepen and destruct
the bio synthesis of the phospholipids.
When applied to the skin surface, the transdermal
delivery system transports the bio active phospholipid
into the subcutaneous fat layer in seconds allowing the
hydrolysed phospholipids to remain at their optimal
effectiveness.
When the bio active ingredients reach the fat cell, an
intra-cellular reaction occurs as the phospholipids come
into contact with the cell wall membrane. This causes
breakdown in lipid structure through dispersion of the
phosphate heads allowing the tail end of the phosphate
to release into the aqueous environment of the semi
inclusion liquid held in the cytosol of the cell allowing free
movement of tryglicerides.
The action of the unique phospholipid in Lipolift aids the
transportation of the free flowing inclusion by way of the
emulsified triglycerides being in lipid state. This, therefore,
enables more direct transportation to the lymph vessels
and is exited from the body via the waste systems.

• Results are immediate and will
increase over 72 hrs
• Aids in removal of fat cells
• Treatments can be performed
every 7 – 10 days
• Non invasive
• Pain free
• No raised blood sugar
• No risk of allergic reactions
• Effective homecare products
available
• Unique retail range to increase
salon revenue

How does
Lipolift work
with my
technologies?
Lipolift is a unique product,
developed to be bio active in the
presence of existing body
contouring technologies.
All research and development
into the creation of Lipolift pro has
been based on long term clinical
study data.
If you are using Lipolift with
ultrasound, radio frequency, laser
lypolysis or LED, adding no extra
treatment time.
Or alternatively, product can be
applied followed by the cellulose
membrane and the client would be
required to relax within a heated
blanket or infra red for a period of
one hour.
The bio active phospholipid is most
effective in the presence of either:
THERMAL ENERGY
•Radio frequency
•Broad spectrum IPL
•Selective IPL at 640 nm
•Infra red or near infrared equipment
such as lamps and heated blankets
ULTRASOUND
•Ultrasound cavitation devices
•No needle mesotherapy devices
•Ultrasound infusion Systems

Lipolift pro is
a transdermal
fat cell
reduction
solution. It can
be used with
your existing
technologies or
on its own with
applied heat
and our unique
cellulose
ADVANCED
membrane.

Lipolift pro
conducting
gel is designed
to be used with
technologies
requiring a
liquid
conductor,
such as; radio
frequency,
ultrasound and
non surgical
facelifting
ESTHETICS
SOLUTIONS
technologies.

Lipolift lite
cellucare serum
is unrivalled in
reducing the
stubborn fat cell
build up, the
main cause of
cellulite. This
product is
available for use
post treatment or
as a unique retail
opportunity. It is
suggested that
clients use this
daily at home.

LED AND LASER LYPOLYSIS
DEVICES
•Low level laser diode devices,
belt and paddle fitted or canopy
from 600- 670nm
•Red light led devices at
600-670nm
PRESSURE AND VACUUM
MASSAGE DEVICES
•Endermologie
•Lymphatic drainage massage suits
•Air pressure massage device

ADVANCED ESTHETICS SOLUTIONS

